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ABSTRACT
In many situation, shing a tivity adversely impa ts the state of the marine e osystem, impa ts whi h feed
ba k to ae t sh sto ks. Some e osystems appear to have multiple equilibria and exhibit hysteresis, whereby
they an be ome stu k in low produ tivity states. We show how adding e osystem dynami s to a lassi
sheries model an introdu e hysteresis impa ts, impa ts that ae t both the evolution of the sh sto k and
the shery harvesting it. We demonstrate that harvest and eort taxes are not equivalent instruments for
ontrolling this externality. We also show that if the shery is su iently degraded, it may not be optimal
to move the system ba k to a healthy environment.
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INTRODUCTION
E osystems throughout the world are inuen ed by human a tivities, and in many situations we are dis overing that these a tivities are pushing these e osystems to new and less so ially desirable equilibria. Extensive
surveys by Muradian [18℄ and Folke et al. [13℄ do ument many situations where e osystems have multiple
equilibria, and management a tions an play a riti al role in sele ting whi h equilibrium prevails (see also
Rosser Jr. [20℄). In grasslands, grazing and re ontrol an enable the establishment of woody spe ies, whi h
are resistant to re and of little use to grazers. In some forests, inse t and re ontrol an result in an a umulation of ammable biomass, a massive re, establishment of a grassland, and very slow re overy of the
forest. In some terrestrial and aquati food webs, harvesting of one spe ies an lead the web to reorganized,
with the result that the target spe ies is no longer present. In the most extreme ases, su h as that of the
kelp forest, a 'keystone' spe ies an play a riti al role in maintaining an entire e osystem. Its removal an
lead to omplete reorganization of the e osystem. In these ases, Batabyal [4℄ re ommends that management
fo us on maintaining the keystone spe ies. Throughout all of this, a key on ept is resilien e. E osystems
are resilient when they are able to re over from a sho k with relatively little hange in key variables. Human
a tivities may push e osystems beyond their resilien e apa ity, whi h an result in the system moving to
an alternate equilibrium, an equilibrium whi h itself has a degree of resilien e.
Open a ess use of these e osystems, most prevalent in sheries, an play an important part in moving
systems to undesirable states and keeping them there. While the pre ise relationships between shing a tivity
and e osystem fun tioning are often poorly understood, there are a variety of ways that shing an impa t
the aquati habitat (see Botsford et al. [6℄). That bottom dragging and shellsh dredging, whi h damage or
destroy the substrate that supports the habitat, auses damage is not surprising (Collie et al. [12℄presents a
meta-analysis of resear h on bottom disturbing shing methods). However, harvesting itself an restru ture
a food web, shifting it to an equilibrium where the target spe ies is mu h less abundant (see also S heer
et al. [22℄ and Hare and Mantua [14℄). These fa ts inform the urrent popularity of marine reserves and no
sh zones as a superior sheries management tool (for example, Sumaila et al. [24℄ and Lindholm et al. [17℄)
Criti ally, these fa ts make it lear that aquati systems do not evolve smoothly to a single steady state in
response to harvesting pressures.
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This work loosely follows that of Barbier and Strand [2℄ and [1℄, who examined the relationship between
mangrove deforestation and the shrimp shery in Campe he, Mexi o. In similar work, Knowler et al. [16℄
examine the impa t of nutrient loading on the Bla k Sea an hovy shery. At low nutrient loading levels,
in reasing loading in reases food available to the target sh spe ies. However, high loading an lead to
a regime shift that admits an invasive spe ies, resulting in a less produ tive equilibrium. We further this
stream of resear h by introdu ing an expli it model of the regime shift pro ess. Carpenter and Ludwig [8℄
developed a model with the desired hara teristi s for a shallow lake, with the e onomi impli ations studied
by Bro k and De Zeeuw [7℄ and Mäler et al. [19℄. As their approa h provides a onvenient way of modelling an
environmental pro ess with two distin t equilibria, it will provide the foundation for our own investigation.
Results similar to ours are found for a sto k pollution model by Tahvonen and Salo [25℄, parti ularly that
non- onvexities in either the obje tive fun tion or state transition fun tion an result in multiple equilibria.
In the next se tion we provide a general outline of the model, before adopting spe i fun tional forms
ommon in the literature. We follow this with a numeri al example. We show that omplex habitat dynami s
may result in multiple equilibria. In this ontext, we examine two poli y tools, an eort tax and a harvest
tax. We on lude the paper by dis ussing other poli y issues and outlining future work.

MODEL
General Presentation
Let x represent the size of the sh sto k, y the amount of eort, and z the state of the habitat. Dene z to
be e osystem damage, in su h a way that the lower the value of z , the healthier the e osystem. The state of
the habitat evolves a ording to
(Eq. 1)

ż = m(x, y) + g(z)

where m(x, y) is an impa t fun tion, measuring the hange to the habitat. When shing dire tly disturbs
the habitat, then m(x, y) > 0 for y > 0. We expe t my < 0 eventually (my = ∂m/∂y , et .), as on e enough
damage has been done, additional shing eort will ause little additional damage. When hanging the sto k
size an unbalan e the e osystem, then we expe t m(x, y) > 0 for x < x, where x is the arrying apa ity,
the sto k that would prevail in an undisturbed healthy environment. The fun tion g(z) aptures how the
habitat evolves in the absen e of the impa ts of x and y , whi h we assume is additive. The habitat ould
have multiple steady states or regions of attra tion on its own, or it ould evolve towards zero damage,
absent external inuen es.
The sto k itself evolves a ording to
(Eq. 2)

ẋ = f (x, z) − h(x, y)

where f (x, z) is the sto k growth fun tion and h(x, y) is the harvest fun tion. Assume that f (x, z) is positive
over some region (x, x), where x is the minimum viable population. E osystem damage an intera t with
the growth fun tion by redu ing the arrying apa ity, redu ing the growth rate, in reasing the minimum
viable population, or some ombination of these. The harvest fun tion is expe ted to be in reasing in both
x and y .
In a dynami open a ess ontext, an adjustment fun tion for eort is also required. Let
(Eq. 3)

ẏ = a(π(x, y, θ))

where a(π) measures how eort hanges in response to prot, and prot π(x, y, θ) depends on sto k size,
eort, and a poli y variable θ. Making eort dynami ally dependent on prot dates ba k at least to Clark
[9℄, and has been implemented more re ently in related models by Bjorndal and Conrad [5℄, Barbier and
Strand [2℄, Barbier et al. [3℄, San hiri o and Wilen [21℄ and Knowler et al. [16℄. When π > 0, a(π) > 0 and
the onverse, with a(0) = 0. This implies that aπ > 0.
A steady state o urs where ẋ, ẏ and ż are zero simultaneously. For the sto k, growth equals harvest,
for the habitat, new damage equals regeneration, and sin e e onomi prot is zero, eort is onstant. If ż
is a monotoni fun tion of its arguments, then the system would still evolve towards a single steady state
(or one of two steady states if there is a minimum viable population x > 0. When ż is not monotoni , then
2
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there may be more than one steady state value for ż , and onsequently more than one ombination of x and
y where ẋ = 0 and ẏ = 0. The question of e onomi interest then be omes how an θ be used to sele t the
so ially optimal equilibria.

Fun tional Spe i s
Our main addition to this literature is the expli it in orporation of e osystem dynami s into a sheries
model. Carpenter and Ludwig [8℄ and Mäler et al. [19℄ have examined shallow lake systems. They model
the eutrophi state of the lake using a simple 'fold atastrophe' model [see 27, for more℄. The lake has two
steady states, lear and eutrophied, and a riti al phosphorus input level whi h indu es the system to swit h
from one state to the other. This riti al level is higher for the swit h to a eutrophied lake than from one.
As su h, the system an get 'stu k' in a eutrophied state, even when phosphorus input is redu ed below that
whi h would not lead the system to move from the lear state to the eutrophied state. Knowler et al. [16℄
suggest that this form of response may also be relevant for some sheries.
In [19℄, the rate of hange of phosphorus in a lake took the form


z2
ż = f (y) − αz + θ
(Eq. 4)
z 2 + φ2
where ż is the rate of hange of phosphorus level, f (y) the input, αz the natural removal, the nal term
apturing the hange in phosphorus storage in the bioti system, whi h is responsible for the eutrophi ation.
In pla e of phosphorus, we take z to be a measure of e osystem damage, su h that a perfe tly healthy
e osystem has z(t) = 0 and health deteriorates as z in reases. For example, z may represent the amount
of bare sea oor aused by bottom dragging. Let f (y) be the amount of damage done to the e osystem by
shing eort y , with f (y) > 0 for y > 0 and f ′ ≥ 0. If f (y) is zero, then so long as α is large enough relative
to θ, the system will onverge on z = 0, the healthy state. However, the for ing fun tion f (y) an hold the
system at an equilibrium away from z = 0, and for some parametrizations, this an o ur at more than one
su h equilibrium.
The evolution of the sh sto k x takes the lassi form, with the addition of a habitat dependent arrying
apa ity,


x
− qxy
ẋ = λx 1 −
(Eq. 5)
K(z)
where λ is the growth rate and K(z) is the arrying apa ity of the shery, a fun tion of the health of the
e osystem. To ree t ommon assumptions about the relationship between e osystem health and produ tivity, K(z) must satisfy K > 0 and K ′ < 0 for all possible values of z . The term qxy is the normal Shaefer
sto k dependent eort produ tivity fun tion for a shery, with q measuring the at hability of the sh sto k.
Eort dynami s follow Clark [9℄, adapted to allow harvest and eort taxes. The equation of motion is
(Eq. 6)

ẏ = s {[p(h) − th ] h − (c + te )y}

where th is a harvest tax and te is an eort tax. A similar form was used by Wilen [26℄ and more re ently
in a number of numeri al implementations (examples in lude Bjorndal and Conrad [5℄, Barbier and Strand
[2℄ and San hiri o and Wilen [21℄). Here s measures the rate of adjustment, h = qxy harvest, p(h) the pri e
of sh, and c the marginal ost of shing eort.
The dynami s of the system are now dened by three dierential equations, 4, 5, and 6. With a little
simpli ation, the steady state solves


z2
f (y) = αz − θ
(Eq. 7)
z 2 + φ2


λ
x
y =
(Eq. 8)
1−
q
K(z)
c + te
x =
(Eq. 9)
(p(qxy) − th )q
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Stati Optimum
Continuing the lassi analysis, we an identify a stati optimum eort level, that eort level whi h, onditional on the system being at a steady state in both sh sto k (ẋ = 0) and state of the habitat (ż = 0), net
e onomi surplus is maximized:
Z h=qxy
max
(Eq. 10)
p(τ )dτ − cy
y

0

Applying the fundamental theorem of al ulus, the rst order ondition for the optimum eort is


∂x
y −c=0
p(h)q x +
(Eq. 11)
∂y
whi h upon substitution of the steady state onditions be omes


∂z
p(h)
′
=c
q (λ − 2qy)K(z) + y(λ − qy)K (z)
λ
∂y

(Eq. 12)

The rst term inside the square bra es reprodu es the standard stati optimum result, for the ase when
demand elasti ity is not innite. The se ond term shifts this out ome to ree t the relationship between
eort and the level of habitat damage. When ∂z/∂y > 0, optimal eort is less than for the model without
habitat damage ee ts.
The e ient tax levels are found by solving for the e ient steady state, and then with these values
solving equation 9 for te and/or th . Considered in three dimensions, a tax ee tively shifts the iso line
surfa e for ẏ = 0 su h that it interse ts the other two is line surfa es at the optimal harvest level. However,
there may still be other interse tions, and thus there is no guarantee that from a parti ular starting point,
setting the e ient tax will result in the system evolving to the stati ally optimal steady state.

Dynami Optimum
When dis ounting is onsidered, the methods of optimal ontrol an be used to nd the e ient time path
for eort. The urrent value Hamiltonian is
Z h=qxy
H =
p(τ )dτ − cy
0





 
z2
γx
(Eq. 13)
− qyx + πz f (y) − αz + θ
+ πx λx 1 −
K(z)
z 2 + φ2
with transversality onditions limt→∞ e−ρt πx (t) = 0 and limt→∞ e−ρt πz (t) = 0.
The rst order onditions are
∂H
∂y
∂H
ρπx − π̇x =
∂x
∂H
ρπz − π̇z =
∂z
0=

=
=
=

p(h)qx − c − πx qx + πz f ′ (y)
 


2γx
− qy
p(h)qy + πx λ 1 −
K(z)




2 ′
2zφ2
λγx K (z)
−α
+
θ
+
π
πx
z
K(z)2
(z 2 + φ2 )2

(Eq. 14)
(Eq. 15)
(Eq. 16)

together with the equations for ż and ẋ set out above, as well as 0 ≤ x ≤ K(0) and 0 ≤ z . The downward
sloping demand urve ensures that the Hamiltonian is bounded above and that the transversality onditions
are satised. However, as for some parameterizations, the Hamiltonian is not globally on ave, multiple
steady states may exist. Ea h of these steady states will satisfy the optimality onditions. The initial values
for x and z will be asso iated with saddle paths that onverge on the steady state that is optimal for those
initial onditions. Given the non-monotoni ity of ż , and the onsequent inability to eliminate the ostate
variables from the system, we turn to numeri al methods to hara terize the properties of a parti ular
implementation of this system.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The fun tions outlined above are parametrized as follows:
ẋ =
ẏ =
ż

(Eq. 17)
(Eq. 18)
(Eq. 19)

0.05x [1 − x(z + 1)] − 0.5yx
0.1[(4.8 − 231qxy − th )xy − (0.3 + te )y]


y − 0.52z + z 2 /(z 2 + 1)

=

Our interest is in those ases where multiple equilibria exist, and thus we follow [22℄ and [23℄ in the areful
sele tion of the parameters governing ż . To keep things simple, we hoose f (y) = y . Likewise, we hoose
K(z) = 1/(z + 1), generating a arrying apa ity equal to one when z = 0, and falling there after at a
de reasing rate. An alternative ould in lude threshold ee ts. The remaining parameters of ẋ are onsistent
with a slow growing sh spe ies that is relatively easy to at h. Finally, the demand urve 4.8−231h generates
an elasti ity near one at the stati optimum, and a s aling fa tor of 0.1 implies that eort adjusts fairly
slowly. There are a range of alternative spe i ations possible. The results are robust to hanges in the
parameter values, ex epting ż .
Figure 1 plots the iso line surfa es in three dimensions, with eort on the verti al axis. For the parameters used, there is one steady state, orresponding to the point where all three isosurfa es interse t. This
interse tion o urs at (x, z) = (0.1648, 1.3746), at a harvest level of y = 0.0609. A tax serves to atten the ẏ
urve, rst moving the interse tion to higher levels of z and x, then generating three points where all three
surfa es interse t, and then nally returning to a single interse tion for a high enough tax rate.

Isocline Surfaces

0.2

Effort

0.1

0

-0.1
2
1.5
1
Damage

1
0.5

0.5
0

0

Stock

Figure 1: Iso line surfa es, with y on verti al axis. ẋ = 0 surfa e is horizontal when x → 0, and plunges
when x and z are both large. ẏ urles over, with negative values when x is small, an approa hing horizontal
from above when x is large. ż = 0 is onstant with respe t to x, but follows a wave-like pattern in z .
5
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y = 0.01
y = 0.05
y = 0.09

0.0
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x⋅ = 0 and z⋅ = 0 Isoclines

0.0
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0.4
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0.8
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Fish Stock (x )

Figure 2: ẋ = 0 and ż = 0 iso lines, onditional on eort level. ż = 0 iso lines are horizontal, as ż depends
only on y and z . For y = 0.01, the steady state o urs at (x, z) = (0.882, 0.020). At y = 0.05, steady states
are (0.444, 0.126), (0.317, 0.579) and (0.216, 1.314). When y = 0.09, the steady state o urs at (0.040, 1.510).
Arrows indi ate size and dire tion of ẋ and ż , when y = 0.05.
Figure 2 shows the interse tion of the ẋ = 0 and ż = 0 surfa es whi h three horizontal planes, y = 0.01,
y = 0.05, and y = 0.09. This gure illustrates how for ertain levels of y , there are three solutions for ż = 0.
Thus, for some levels of y , there are three ombinations of x and z that satisfy the steady state onditions.
The impa t of the two types of taxes are illustrated in gure 3. Panels (a) and (b) plot the interse tion
of the ẏ = 0 and ż = 0 surfa es with the ẋ = 0 surfa e, and proje ted onto a plane in y × z . As the tax
rate is in reased, the ẏ = 0 surfa e bends and shifts. When an eort tax is used, the hanges in the ẏ = 0
are almost su ient to eliminate the high damage steady state. However, when a harvest tax is used, that
tax must be raised to a level far in ex ess of the e ient harvest tax level before the high damage steady
state is eliminated. This suggests that an eort tax may be more desirable, if there is some ost (politi al
or otherwise) asso iated with implementing a parti ularly high tax initially, whi h will be redu ed later.
Panels ( ) and (d) in gure 3 proje t the interse tion of ẋ = 0 and ż = 0 with ẏ = 0 onto horizontal
plane in x × z spa e. The movement of the ẏ = 0 surfa e hanges its interse tion with both of the other
iso line surfa es, so that all proje ted lines in the gure move in response to hanges in the taxes. Again,
this movement shows that the eort tax is almost enough to eliminate the high damage steady state, while
the harvest tax must be set onsiderably higher than the e ient level before this steady state disappears.
The pre ise dynami s will be examined in future work. We turn now to reprodu ing the lassi gures
of sheries e onomi s, modied to take into a ount habitat damage aused by shing eort. Figure 4 plots
the relationship between sto k and growth, and between eort and revenue. There are two lear dieren es
between these urves and those ommonly seen. First, the revenue urve has a at, and slightly indented,
top. This is a onsequen e of the intera tion between the downward sloping demand urve and the quadrati
harvest-eort relationship. Sin e revenue is a quadrati fun tion of harvest, and harvest is a quadrati
fun tion of eort, when ombined, harvest is a fourth order polynomial fun tion of eort. Fourth order
polynomials that open down may have two lo al maxima and a lo al minima, as in the top urve, or not, as
in the lower ones.
The se ond ee t is a onsequen e of the multiple steady states possible in the e osystem. Visually, a 'bite'
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c) x⋅ = 0 and z⋅ = 0, changing t h

b) y⋅ = 0 and z⋅ = 0, changing t e
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x⋅ = 0; y⋅ = 0
x⋅ = 0; y⋅ = 0
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t e = t eo

= 0, t e = 0
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1.0
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d) x⋅ = 0 and z⋅ = 0, changing t e
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Figure 3: Open a ess ẏ = 0 and ż = 0 iso lines in y × z and ẋ = 0 and ż = 0 iso lines in x × z spa e. In
left panels, x is held at its steady state level, onditional on the values for y and z . Likewise, in the right
panel, y is held at its steady state level throughout, onditional on the values for x and z . The top panels
show the impa t of a harvest tax, set at the e ient level (t∗h ), and at the minimum level the tax must be
held at if the system is to move to the low damage steady state (tO
h ). The bottom panels show the impa t
of an eort tax, set at the e ient level (t∗e ) and at the minimum level required to for e the system to a low
damage steady state (tO
e ). Open ir les mark open a ess and e ient solutions, absent taxes. Dark ir les
mark steady states the system may onverge to, for the e ient and overshooting tax.
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te = 0
t e = t e*
t e = t eo

0.000
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Local Dynamic Optima
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Figure 4: Growth as a fun tion of sh sto k and revenue and ost as a fun tion of eort. Growth and harvest
˙ 0 and z =
˙ 0. Cost urves mat h those used previously.
levels are identied for steady states, x =
is taken out of the growth and revenue fun tions. Fundamentally, there is a growth-harvest relationship for
the low damage environments and the high damage environments. The multiple equilibria result in overlap,
so that there are up to three dierent steady state growth rates possible for a range of sto k levels, and
likewise there are up to three dierent revenue levels possible for a range of eort levels. The upper and
lower values orrespond to stable steady states, while the middle values mat h unstable steady states.
Three ost urves are in luded in the right panel. These orrespond to ost urves for te = 0, te = t∗e
and te = tO
e . When the eort tax is zero, there is only one steady state, generating a high level of habitat
damage. When the eort tax is tO
e , there is again only one steady state, this time with a low level of habitat
damage. However, if the eort tax is set at its e ient level, there are three possible steady states. As
outlined using the iso lines, if the system starts at the open a ess steady state before taxes are applied,
simply setting the e ient tax will not lead the system to the e ient steady state. Rather, the tax has to
be set higher, at least long enough to move the system to a point from whi h it will onverge to the e ient
steady state. It is also lear from the gure that for an eort tax, the overshoot is relatively small. Changing
the harvest tax moves the revenue urves around, generating ee ts that are easier to show with supply and
demand urves.
The gure an also illustrate how a dynami ally optimum steady state an be identied. Following
the standard textbook treatment, the dynami optimum steady state o urs where the slope of the growth
fun tion, adjusted for any sto k externalities, is equal to the dis ount rate. In the gure, two dierent
tangen y 'sets' are marked. In ea h ase, there are three points, one on ea h segment of the growth urve,
that have the same slope. There may be three dierent points that satisfy the rst order onditions for
a dynami equilibrium. Solutions along the upper urve have the highest present value of prots if these
equilibria have been a hieved. Starting from an undisturbed shery, it is optimal to sele t a solution here.
However, if the system is already has a highly degraded habitat, it may not be e ient to move to the low
damage state. It will only be e ient if the present value of the return along the entire path to the low
damage solution, whi h may in lude a period of redu ed harvest and revenue, ex eeds that of onverging on
the high damage dynami ally e ient solution. For a large enough dis ount rate, it may be e ient to move
dire tly to a high damage solution, a result that is qualitatively similar to the 'e ient' extin tion result of
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Clark [10℄ and Clark and Munro [11℄.

7

Steady State Supply
th = 0
t h = t h*
t h = t ho

6
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ρ=∞

0.000
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0.006
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Figure 5: Steady state equilibria for dierent pri es and harvest - supply urves - as a fun tion of pri e.
Demand urves have identi al slope, with that slope hosen to have unit elasti ity at the interse tion of the
ρ = 0 supply urve and the upper demand urve. The middle demand urve identies the shift ne essary to
set open a ess steady state harvest equal to the stati optimum, and the lower demand urve marks where
the demand urve must be if only low damage steady states an be sustained.
Figure 5 maps the undis ounted supply urve (ρ = 0) dis ounted supply urve (ρ = 0.05), and open
a ess supply urve (ρ = ∞). The dis ounted supply urve is that supply urve onsistent with a system
that has attained the steady state when dis ounting is onsidered (see Clark 9). To lo ate the supply urves,
steady state solutions were identied for ea h pri e level. Absent dis ounting, it is never optimal to hoose a
high damage steady state. For both open a ess and the maximization of the present value of net e onomi
surplus, a high enough pri e makes it optimal to hoose a highly degraded environment and low harvest.
While the pri e at whi h this swit h o urs is mu h higher when maximizing dis ounted net surplus, if the
system is already near the open a ess steady state, it may not be optimal to move ba k.
The upper demand urve shown in the gure has only one equilibrium when ρ = ∞, a steady state with
a high level of damage. The middle demand urve is positioned so that it interse ts the low damage open
a ess supply urve at the same harvest level as at the stati optimum. The tax level needed to move the
demand urve down by this amount is su ient to keep an open a ess shery at the stati optimum harvest
level, provided the system started near this point. However, this tax is not su ient to move the system
from the high damage open a ess steady state to this low damage out ome. Rather, the system will sti k
at a new point on the high damage portion of the supply urve. A substantially larger tax is needed to move
the system to the low damage steady state, as indi ated by the lower demand urve. This demand urve
is just tangent to the open a ess supply urve, su h that a tax su ient to move the demand urve this
far down has only one equilibrium, that with low damage. Noti e that the point where this demand urve
interse ts the open a ess supply urve o urs at a harvest level far below the e ient level.
The dynami optimum supply urve highlights the fa t that if the habitat is su iently damaged, it is
not dynami ally e ient to restore a low damage steady state. The loss along the path to the low damage
steady state is su iently large that the present value is greater for moving to a high damage dynami
equilibrium than for moving to the low damage dynami ally e ient steady state. For the stati optimum
9
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ase, the loss along this path is always dwarfed by the value of the innite sum of harvests when habitat
damage is low, as there is no dis ounting. However, this is not true when there is positive dis ounting, and
for the parameters used, that dis ounting need not be very high before there are x, z ombinations from
whi h it is not dynami ally e ient to move to a low damage steady state.
Figure 6 partitions the state spa e into a region where the Hamiltonian system moves towards the high
damage steady state and those where it moves towards the low damage steady state. The partition boundary
lo ation is shown for ρ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25}. The larger ρ, the greater the range of initial states
that, following the optimal path, will onverge on a high damage steady state. For the parameter values
used, ρ must fall below 0.01 before it is e ient to move from the open a ess steady state to a point lose to
the stati optimum. Whether or not it is e ient to try and move the system to the ex-ante e ient point
depends on where the system is starting from. In some situations, the damage done to the environment may
be so severe that it isn't worth repairing.

2.0

Identified Equilibria

1.0
0.0

0.5

Habitat Damage (z )

1.5

Open Access (ρ = ∞)
Static Optimum (ρ = 0)
ρ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.05,
0.10, 0.25}
z⋅ = 0 | x⋅ = 0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fish Stock (x )

Figure 6: Partition of state spa e based on dire tion of equilibria to whi h system is onverging. Dynami
equilibria points move away from stati optimum and towards open a ess as dis ount rate in reases. Ea h
value of ρ generates two dynami optima points, one on the high damage portion of the iso line and one on
the low damage portion.
The urrent poli y preferen e is individual transferable quotas. They have many preferable aspe ts, as
they ee tively reate a tradable property right to a portion of the annual at h. However, if the annual at h
is wrong, then most of the issues raised for a harvest tax will also apply to a quota. Setting the optimal
quota will not restore a degraded e osystem that annot support the optimal quota amount. Holland
and S hnier [15℄ des ribe a habitat impa t quota as a superior tool when habitat damage is an issue.
However, their simulation does not admit multiple equilibria. Habitat quotas may be a superior tool in
an environment similar to that studied here, if appropriate monitoring and enfor ement me hanisms are
available. Where parti ular shing te hnologies, e.g. bottom dragging, learly have large impa ts, their
habitat quota requirement would be proportionately larger than other te hnologies, leading to the appropriate
adjustments.
This paper did not expli itly onsider enfor ement issues, and enfor ement di ulties are a key reason
10
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why harvest taxes are generally preferred to eort taxes. We suggest that this benet may have a hidden
ost, namely failing to property apture externalities related to eort. All other things equal, it is generally
onsidered best to dire tly tax those a tivities that generate negative externalities. While between harvest
and eort taxes, all else is not equal, we suggest that the superiority may not always be as obvious as at
rst glan e.

CONCLUSION
Traditional sheries models ignore the impa t shing a tivities an have on the environment. We have
borrowed a model in orporating a fold atastrophe to explore one way that shing eort may impa t the
lo al habitat. We show that multiple steady states may exist. Further, we also show that in a dynami
ontext, the superiority of a parti ular steady may depend on the state the system had attained prior to
poli y intervention. Two poli y tools are onsidered, an eort tax and a harvest tax. As movement between
steady states may require poli y overshoot, the smaller overshoot ne essary with an eort tax may make
this a superior poli y tool, absent onsideration of enfor ement issues.
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